SHAPE ANALYSIS OF THE LEFT VENTRICULAR ENDOCARDIAL SURFACE
AND ITS APPLICATION IN DETECTING CORONARY ARTERY DISEASE
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Classification Accuracy
A 20-bin histogram of the shape index value
is computed for each of the 17 segments.
The 17 × 20 = 340-dimensional data is
reduced to 1 dimension using Linear
Discriminant Analysis (LDA).
Classification is performed in the 1D
Figure 1: Left ventricle endo-surface segmentation
subspace,
using
a
k-Nearest
Neighbor
meshes were dissected into two halves, the septum
(on the left) and the free wall (on the right). (a) is from Classifier.

The complex 3D geometrical structure of the
ventricular endocardial surface of the
human heart has not been studied
thoroughly to date due to limitations of
conventional imaging techniques. Anatomical
studies have revealed that the ventricular
endocardial surface of the heart is composed
of a complex structure of muscular columns
a normal heart, and (b) is from a diseased heart.
called trabeculae carneae. Structural
alterations in the ventricular trabeculation
have been observed to closely associate with
Coronary Artery Disease (CAD). By
0
leveraging the recent developments in MultiDetector Computed Tomography (MDCT)
scanner technology, we propose to quantify
the complex endocardial surface geometry of
1
the left ventricle via analysis of CT image
data obtained from a 320-MDCT scanner
and determine its clinical impact on the Figure 2: Illustration of the accuracy of shape index.
The peak is shown in red with shape index value
diagnosis of CAD.
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close to 1 whereas the pit of just beside the peak has
value close to 0 and shown as blue.
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Discussion
To the best of our knowledge, this is
amongst the earliest works that studies
the endocardial surface structure of the
left ventricle using a shape analysisbased approach on high-resolution
MDCT image data. Preliminary results
demonstrate the potential diagnostic
value of our approach in the context of
Coronary Artery Disease.

We employ a 3D level-set approach for the
segmentation of the ventricular endocardial
surface. Since the trabeculation structure
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